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Hey CR James, 
 
I have loved your material.  The Super Seduction Package rocks my world; don't forget 
about the Smiley Face incentive.  It has skyrocketed my success with women.   
 
However, I have run into a woman who has rocked my world in many ways, and I have 
fallen for her.  Of course, I try to hide my true feelings, but they bleed through in my 
actions, and she senses it.   
 
She has friend-zoned me.  
 
I looked at both the strengths and flaws of this woman, and in the end, I had to say her 
flaws were ones I could work with.  
  
I try hard to escalate the sexual tension, and I have done many things to make myself a 
bit less available.  I got involved in new activities, and I have expanded my social circle.  I 
date several women,  but I still think of her.  We haven't really spoken in a few weeks, 
and I tried to initiate certain things.  I wanted to subtly restore the balance in my favor.   
 
I brought the issue up several times, and then I snapped.  I told her I was done, since 
small changes couldn't be made.  These changes include:  her coming to my place a bit 
more, her opening up a little more of her world, making more eye contact, etc.  It hurt 
me to do it, but as a man, I had to walk away from a bad investment. 
 
I did a dick thing by returning the hat, shirt, and birthday decorations and card back to 
her and wrote a note saying why this was over and what questions I had in my mind.  
She was shocked, and she came over to find out what was on my mind. She and I 
talked it over, and it ended in a stalemate.  
 
I told her my perspective and view of things, and she gave hers.  We tried to make 
amends, but we didn't really know what to do.  I apologized to her about my dick move, 
and she apologized for her actions.  I didn't want to force her into things, and she didn't 
want to be artificial and not give her 100%.  We agreed to be civil and friendly.  
 
Both of us are still hurt by this I can tell.  I want to make things work for the better in 
the long-term scheme of things.  What should I do as a man?  I know I am definitely 
going to give her some space and time, but what should I do? If I have to walk away 
from this relationship, what can I gain from this experience?  if I can make things work, 
what can I gain from this experience after I go about making things work. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this email. 
 
 
 
Hey [Jim] 
 
Thanks... 
 
As far as the sexual tension, what did you do/try? (specifically) 
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Also, you said that she friend-zoned you... Are you saying at one time there were 
sparks? 
 
If so, what was going on with her 
in her life (at that time) and how did she perceived you - during that time?  
 
You stand a great chance at creating a game plan for getting her attracted to you 
again if you understand EXACTLY WHY she was into you in the beginning (if that was 
the case)... 
 
Also what do you know about her? (again- that's the KEY to everything) 
 
-CR 
 
 
 
There were sparks at some point....we were dating and doing things for a while. 
 
...reduced my visits from every other day to once a week. (we live in same dormitory. I 
am 2 floors above her) and made each time shorter. 
 
She sees me as an ambitious, well-organized, bold, and kind man.   
 
 
 
 
[Jim] 
 
Whenever you are trying to recover from being a dick (as you stated) -- or doing 
anything that leaves an extremely negative impression -- you have to get her to 
overcome the experience.  
 
A simple way is to apologize -> then convince her that you see things from her 
perspective -> then talk about how you can't believe you reacted that way -> (optional) 
create a distinct separation between 'your old behavior' and the 'current-YOU' -- as if 
you're two different people. 
 
With that said, not all women will 'get over it' regardless of what you do.  
 
Simply because some women aren't too good at letting go of mistakes from others. 
With these type of women, it's like you're doing the 'dick move' every few hours.  
 
It really has more to do with their habit of thinking (and putting things in perspective). 
 
The best way to understand this is to imagine two women getting bit by a snake. 
 
One woman is a little more cautious around snakes in the future. She may even think of 
what she did to cause the snake to react that way. She may realize that's something 
that's not likely to happen again.  
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The other woman gets bit and develops a fear and never feels comfortable around 
snakes and all reptiles. 
 
Same experience. Different reaction.... 
 
So that's something you always want to pay attention to with any situation where the 
woman felt "hurt" (emotionally or whatever) based on something you did. 
 
And if she doesn't feel comfortable around you again because you lost your temper, 
then that's her right. 
 
In addition to that, it's just a waste of time. 
 
It's just better to learn the lesson to not do that in the future with other women and 
move on. 
 
Another thing about making adjustments (whether you are apologizing or trying to get 
her to see you as being more desirable) is that women have different levels of 
observation. 
 
In other words, let's say you (in general) you've been as asshole to her. You were once 
a miserable guy and everyone saw you this way. 
 
However, you decide to do things totally different and approach life different to the 
point where you enjoy life more. You're more pleasant to be around. You laugh a lot 
more. 
 
And you felt great about yourself simple because you shifted your focus and improved 
your outlook/attitude. 
 
Everyone notices. Your friends notice. Your family notices. Co-workers notice. 
 
Whenever this sort of thing happens, there will always be some people whose brains 
have not made the adjustment to the 'new signals' you're putting out. 
 
They have the intellectual reaction time of the cry-baby boy in gym class who could 
never catch the ball. 
 
These people (women, not the butterfingers kid) refuse (consciously or unconsciously) 
to see you in the ADJUSTED WAY... so according to them, you're still an asshole. And 
you'll always be one. 
 
With that concept in mind, at a certain point, it's just not worth the EXTRA effort to get 
them (to also) see you in the new way... 
 
So that's something to keep in mind in situations like this. 
 
Looking at your sexual tension acts, reducing visits isn't enough. In fact, if you haven't 
built sexual value, it's almost meaningless. 
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If there's no attraction, there's no addiction. So limited 'presence' (as a base tactic for 
increasing desirability) will never build tension all by itself. 
 
In simple terms: That's like a 600lb woman deciding to not call you for 3 weeks in an 
effort to make you desire her more.  
 
Of course, this doesn't make her more desirable... 
 
For her: 
 
- losing 470lbs (as a base tactic) will make her more desirable 
- limited her phone calls & interactions will not 
 
As far as a simple strategy to build sexual value (based on what you told me about 
her)... 
 
- Focus on keeping things fun 
- Make her laugh as much as possible 
- Avoid pressuring & being "too intense" 
- Tell her lots of funny and interesting stories. 
- Along with everything else you learned in SSP 
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Hey CR, 
  
I know what your saying means "it's not what you say but, how you say it".  I believe I 
have experienced it in application as well.  I have recently told some great stories and 
they have either landed with a thud or even been met with some anger.  I admit I told 
them with some nervousness (hidden emotion - fear of rejection, fear of a negative 
reaction, fear that she would know what I am up to, etc...).   
 
Is this what you mean by "how you say it".   
 
It's amazing because I feel like she can interpret those hidden emotions.  Also, I had a 
polite argument with her and I told her I didn't like the way she reacted to me when I 
would try to express myself to her.  I told her that is one of the reasons I stay in my 
head so much.   
 
I told her married people should be able to talk to each other about anything and we 
shouldn't make each other feel uncomfortable.  I explained to her I don't feel 
comfortable expressing myself to her.  She told me that was my hangup, 
[Interpretation]: she is willing to listen to me even if she doesn't like what I am saying 
but I am the one who is afraid to express myself.  But, of course, every time I try to 
express something that is uncomfortable I get a negative reaction.  Again, is she 
reacting negatively to "how I say it" or to "what I am saying" (I will assure you, it is very 
benign the things I am saying.  I don't use explicit language and details and I don't make 
direct expressions of what I would like to do with her).  
 
When you tell a story, how much detail do you provide?  i.e. If you had a dream about 
another woman climbing in the shower with you, would you provide a lot of 
uncomfortable detail or would you just say I had a dream about another woman taking 
a shower with me and would her imagination fill in the rest?   
 
I picture telling stories as playing a romance novel in a woman's head.  From your 
material (and some other things I have read), you cannot tell a woman directly what 
you want to do to her or would like to do with her.  You deliver your messages through 
3rd person stories like playing a romance novel in her head.  Am I interpreting all of 
this correctly?  And, once again, is it less about the detail of the story and more about 
how I say it? 
  
Thanks Always, 
[Adam] 
 
 
 
 
 
Hey [Adam] 
 
Definitely. 
 
Playing the romance novel in her mind works like a charm. 
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It has to do with how the story affects her. That could be based on a number of things: 
 

 how you say it  
 the content/messages 
 her current mood  
 the effectiveness/delivery/how well it captures her (sucks her in) 
 "length of impression" (watching a 5 second steamy sex scene vs. a 20 minute 

steamy sex scene) 
 and other things... 

 
Everything is a factor to some degree including her ideas about your intention for 
telling the story... 
 
The key is featuring 'things that turn her on' in the story...that's the REAL KEY. 
 
-CR 
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Section 2: The 6 Success Skills 
 

 
 
Skill #1: Getting key information about her. This is definitely underrated. Success with 
women (as a dater, as a partner, as a guy getting the girl back) has everything to do 
with having the right affect on her which is a lot easier to do when you KNOW a lot 
about her.  
 
Skill #2: Telling stories.  
 
Skill #3: Implanting an indirect message within a story.  
 
Skill #4: Projecting traits. 
 
Skill #5: Giving Compliments (making her feel good about herself - so that she has the 
habit of feeling special/unique/sexy when she's with you). It's important to know that a 
woman's identity drives her behavior. And the cool part is knowing that a woman's 
identity changes based on WHO she is with. Your goal is to access her 'sexy side'.  
 
Skill #6: Making her feel good while she's in your presence. You should always treat the 
interaction (whether it's in person, online, on the phone) as an imaginary bubble that 
surrounds you and her. 
 
(Yeah, I know it sounds weird).  
 
But the idea is to increase the VALUE of the bubble so that she CRAVES the 
'interaction'. 
 
 
Take Care 
~ CR James 
 
Author of:  
 
SuperSeductionPower.com 
SuperApproachPower.com 
SuperAttractionPower.com 
SuperTonguePower.com 
SuperConfidencePower.com  
SuperConnectionPower.com [recently re-released] 
SuperRespectPower.com [brand new] 

http://superseductionpower.com/
http://superapproachpower.com/
http://superattractionpower.com/
http://supertonguepower.com/
http://superconfidencepower.com/
http://superconnectionpower.com/
http://superrespectpower.com/

